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lished segments.”
The SensL team will report directly to OnSemi’s
image sensor group. The
team is located in Cork,
On Semiconductor has at OnSemi. “The automo- by the SensL team.
Ireland, and expands a
acquired Ireland-based tive sensor fusion demand
“Expanding our sensor sensor design footprint
SensL
Technologies, is growing at an acceler- technology assets and de- that now includes locawhich specialises in sili- ated pace with a need for sign capacity in Ireland tions in the USA, UK,
con
photomultipliers additional sensor tech- will allow us to extend Japan, India, Israel and
(SiPM), single photon av- nologies that are provided our leadership in estab- Ireland.
alanche diodes (spads)
and lidar sensing products
for automotive, medical,
industrial and consumer
markets.
OnSemi hopes the acquisition will extend its
market position in automotive sensing applications for adas and
autonomous driving with
expanded capabilities in
imaging, radar and lidar.
By combining this acquisition with previously
acquired radar technology
and design centres in Israel and the UK, OnSemi A guided soft-target vehicle with a drive over height of 100mm is for use
believes it is positioned to in adas and autonomous vehicle testing. The low profile reduces the risk
provide a comprehensive of damage to the test vehicle and provides precise positioning, speed
set of sensor technology control and test vehicle synchronisation to generate repeatable test
for autonomous vehicles results.
and to solidify its position
The vehicle is the result of collaborative development between AB
in image sensing and ul- Dynamics and Dynamic Research, and uses AB’s path-following and
trasonic park assistance. synchro control technology. The aluminium chassis has retractable wheels
“The entire SensL team, that recede in the event of being driven over, reducing shock input to the
founded by Carl Jackson test vehicle’s suspension.
and led by Bryan Camp“Just as the technologies move forward, so too must the enabling test
bell, have done a great systems that are used for development,” said Andrew Pick, business
job in bringing SiPMs to director for track test systems at AB Dynamics.
market and we look forThe vehicle has a 3.5kWh battery that can sustain a full day’s testing on
ward to expanding their a single charge, but can be quickly recharged or topped-up at the
market success and con- track-side via the inbuilt battery management system. The electric
tinuing their product port- motors can accelerate the vehicle to above 80km/h.
folio in lidar, medical
The entire vehicle weighs 315kg depending on specifications and can
imaging and radiation de- achieve 0.2g longitudinal acceleration with a foam body fitted and 0.8g
tection,” said Taner Ozce- maximum deceleration.
lik, senior vice president

OnSemi acquires SensL
to boost lidar capabilities
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Intel, Google and Volvo debut
Android OS for infotainment

Intel, Google and Volvo
debuted the latest Android operating system
running Google applications at last month’s
Google IO conference in
California.
Powered by an Intel
Atom automotive systemon-chip (SoC), Volvo
demonstrated the latest
in-vehicle infotainment
experiences in a prototype XC40. Features include voice recognition
via Google Assistant, access to the Android app
ecosystem
through
Google Play Store, and
the ability to use Google
Maps natively in the car’s
IVI (in-vehicle infotainment) system.
“At Intel we are committed to building Android as a turn-key
automotive OS that helps
automakers deliver the
latest in-car infotainment
for consumers,” said
Imad Sousou, corporate
vice president at Intel.
To realise the potential
of IVI, car makers needed
to move away from pro-
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Volvo is embedding the voice-controlled Google
Assistant into its Sensus infotainment system
prietary software, says
Intel. This required an operating system and applications that could be
easily customised, updated and scaled. In 2015,
Google enabled this by
extending its Android OS
for the IVI market.
With the Intel Atom
SoC as the underlying
platform, the latest Android OS and Google applications deliver automotive experiences with a
familiar and extensive set
of resources for developers to build on.
“We’re excited to work
with Intel and Volvo to
bring drivers the next

generation of in-car infotainment powered by Android,” said Patrick
Brady, VP of Android engineering at Google.
Volvo is embedding the
voice-controlled Google
Assistant, Play Store,
Maps and other Google
services into its Sensus
infotainment
system,
based on Android.
“Bringing Google services into Volvo cars will
accelerate innovation in
connectivity and boost
our development in applications and connected
services,” said Henrik
Green, senior vice president of Volvo Cars.
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ACM picks Siemens software
for testing connected cars
The
Michigan-based
American Center for Mobility (ACM) is using
simulation and test software from Siemens to
support virtual and physical testing and validation
of automated and connected vehicles.
Siemens is already part
of similar strategic initiatives in Singapore and the
Netherlands. Siemens is
also partnering other
companies in supporting
ACM including AT&T,
Visteon, Toyota, Ford,
Hyundai, Microsoft, Subaru and Adient.
As the ACM’s preferred
simulation
provider,
Siemens PLM Software
secures a seat on ACM’s
industry advisory board
to help advance its position in autonomous vehicles and automotive
overall.
Included is Simcenter
Prescan software for virtual simulation, developed
by
Siemens’
recently acquired Tass International.
“The technology enabling connected and autonomous vehicles and
the new era of mobility is
changing rapidly,” said
Michigan governor Rick
Snyder. “It is essential we
collaborate on policy, regulations and standards to
Page 3, June 2018

From the left: Rick Snyder, John Maddox, Jan
van den Oetelaar and Mona Keijzer, state
secretary of economic affairs and climate policy
for the Netherlands

make transportation safe
and more accessible for
all. This partnership between Siemens PLM
Software and ACM
shows the global nature
of the work that needs to
be done.”
The Simcenter Prescan
simulation environment
produces
realistic,
physics-based simulation
of raw sensor data for potential driving scenarios
and traffic situations. Enhanced by the addition of
products and services
from recent acquisitions
such as Tass and Mentor
Graphics, Siemens can
provide an end-to-end
tool suite and services,
supporting the entire test-

ing
and
validation
methodology that combines virtual, mixed and
physical reality.
“Siemens is providing
physical and virtual technologies that will play an
important role in developing a seamless toolchain
of virtual and physical
testing,” said John Maddox, CEO of the ACM.
“Partnering with Siemens
will help us enable the development of validation
methodologies and regulations for the safe deployment
of
these
technologies on realworld public roads.”
One of ten federally
designated
proving
grounds for developing

and testing self-driving
vehicles, the ACM provides a myriad of realworld environments with
the ability to test under a
range of driving environments and infrastructure.
Tass was an integral
part of the original development of the centre,
using its modelling and
realisation expertise to
conduct high-level layout
and feasibility studies.
Tass operates several laboratories in the Netherlands, including a facility
for testing and validation
of intelligent transportation systems and cooperative driving technologies.
“A one-of-a-kind facility like ACM where we
can reliably and safely
push the boundaries of
today’s technologies provides a unique advantage
to our business and our
automotive customers,”
said Jan van den Oetelaar,
CEO of Tass. “Siemens is
currently at the nexus of
the fast-changing virtual
and physical worlds of
transportation and, thanks
to the ACM, we will now
be able to jointly advance
the development of our
products and services to
support industry, insurance and authorities in the
validation of automated
and connected systems.”
Vehicle Electronics
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Maxwell and Geely form tech partnership

TDK acquires
Faraday Semi

TDK has acquired Faraday Semi, a venturebacked company engaged
in the design of power
semiconductor ICs.
Faraday Semi, based in
California, is a fast-growing semiconductor company with innovations in
systems focused on
power
management
through DC-DC power
conversion. Its products
incorporate semiconductors in packaging technologies
such
as
embedded in substrate to
achieve system integration in a smaller size and
lower profile by 3D assembly.
This will enable TDK to
cater to the evolving trend
of miniaturised power devices and their accompanying semiconductors. It
hopes these technologies
will help to improve systems efficiency and reduce system costs for
users in ICT as well as in
the industrial devices and
automotive markets.

Globalfoundries

Globalfoundries’ 22nm
FD-SoI platform has been
certified to AEC-Q100
grade two for production.
The automotive platform
includes technology and
design enablement capabilities to improve the
performance and power
efficiency of automotive
ICs while meeting safety
and quality standards.
Page 5, June 2018

Hyundai invests in Metawave to develop smart automotive radar platforms

Hyundai invests in
meta-material radar

Hyundai is investing in
Metawave to build intelligent radars for autonomous
vehicles.
Metawave is using adaptive meta-materials – conventional materials using
engineered
structures
with unique electromagnetic properties not found
in nature – and artificial
intelligence to create
smart radars.
Hyundai is evaluating
technologies such as
Metawave’s radar capable of 3D imaging for autonomous platforms.
“Next-generation radar
technology can use advanced algorithms for object
detection
and
classification,” said John
Suh, vice president of
Hyundai. “A new radar
system that can increase
resolution and accuracy
with an AI engine will be
a disruptive technology.”
Three sensors are the

fundamental components
of the perception system
for self-driving cars
today: camera, lidar and
radar. The camera is the
highest-resolution sensor
but cannot see objects beyond 50m. Lidar extends
the range to about 150m,
with a fairly high-resolution imaging capability.
Both camera and lidar are
affected by bad weather
and dirty roads.
Radar, by its nature, operates at a lower frequency and sees objects
at long ranges faster and
in all weather and driving
conditions. Today’s radar
cannot cover wide angles
at long ranges and lacks
the resolution to differentiate between objects. It
needs many antennas and
expensive chips to run the
complex digital signals.
This type of system takes
time and energy, making
it inefficient.

Metawave’s Warlord
platform uses one antenna
and fast and precise responses. The antenna
shapes and steers the
beam in all directions
using pencil beams, deep
learning engines and AI
algorithms to recognise
objects quickly and send
4D point cloud to the sensor fusion.
“The investment by
Hyundai represents another key company milestone and further proof of
our rapid momentum as
we bring Warlord longrange radar with imaging
and AI capabilities to autonomous vehicles,” said
Metawave CEO Maha
Achour. “With our talented team of mm-wave
and meta-material experts, we were the first to
demonstrate electronically scanned meta-material array for autonomous
driving at 77GHz.”
Vehicle Electronics

Maxwell has announced a
technology partnership
with Zhejiang Geely, the
Chinese parent company
of brands such as Volvo
and Geely Auto.
The partnership focuses
on the integration of ultra
capacitors and power
conversion electronics
into Geely’s global automotive vehicle line in
support of its fleet electrification strategy.
The collaboration kicks
off with the inclusion of
Maxwell’s ultra-capacitor-based peak power
subsystem in five mildhybrid and plug-in hybrid
vehicles that will initially

Vehicle Electronics

be available in North
America and Europe. The
production ramp for these
vehicles is slated to begin
in late 2019.
The automotive industry originally adopted
ultra capacitors for startstop applications because
of their fast response and
reliable performance.
OEMs are now using
ultra capacitors to deliver
aggregate peak power to
functions such as electric
active-roll control, electric power steering, electro-turbocharging and
energy recuperation in
hybrids. Due to their long
product life, they are also

being used as an alternative storage source to batteries in power backup for
autonomous driving and
adas.
“As we prepared to
bring our new, high performance features into the
mainstream of our next
generation vehicles, it became evident that ultra
capacitors would be essential to address the increasing electrification
challenges the automotive
industry is facing,” said
Qingfeng Feng, CTO of
Geely.
The Maxwell ultra capacitor subsystem has
proven to provide support

for Geely’s hybrid cars
and should be able to handle the peak power demands in a way that
batteries alone cannot.
The turnkey subsystem
not only combines ultra
capacitors but adds
Maxwell’s power conversion electronics to supply
enhanced performance.
The launch of this multifunction subsystem in
Geely’s CMA compact
modular architecture is a
shift in ultra-capacitor use
for the automotive industry and allows OEMs
such as Geely to address
increasing voltage stabilisation needs.
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Qianxun and U-Blox deliver positioning to China

Molex and Rosenberger
sign dual-source deal

A dual-sourcing agreement allows Molex to
produce
high-speed
Fakra-Mini automotive
coaxial connectors based
on the Rosenberger HFM
design. Enabling transmission of data rates up to
20Gbit/s, the design suits
existing and future automotive applications, such
as adas, navigation, infotainment and intelligent
connected vehicles.
Under the agreement,
Rosenberger and Molex
provide an inter-mateable
interface with identical
mechanical and electrical
performance and features.
This delivers seamless
backwards compatibility.
“Molex is excited to
collaborate with Rosen-

berger to launch the dualsourced HFM that enables high-speed data
transmission fundamental
to connected vehicle technology,” said Ryan Price,
networking segment director at Molex.
With the increasing
bandwidth and safety critical needs of connected
and autonomous vehicle
architectures, it is necessary to have a robust infrastructure that can
operate a multitude of devices, screens and cameras. The connectors can
save up to 80 per cent of
installation space and
weight compared with the
conventional Fakra generation.
“Ensuring safety is the

Fakra-Mini automotive coaxial connector

ultimate priority of adas
and autonomous driving
systems, and HFM connectors play a key role in
processing the high data
volumes from cameras,
sensors,
navigation
sources and other external
objects in real time,” said
Tosja Zywietz, CEO of
Rosenberger. “We are
pleased to collaborate
with Molex on making
this next-generation coax
connector widely avail-

able to the automotive industry as a quasi standard.”
There is no investment
relationship
between
Molex and Rosenberger
under the terms of the
agreement.
• Molex has acquired
BittWare, a provider of
computing systems featuring FPGAs deployed
in data centre compute
and network packet processing applications.

U-Blox and Qianxun
Spatial Intelligence are
joining forces to deliver
high-precision positioning to China.
Some of the areas driving demand for high-precision positioning in
China are IoT tracking
devices such as those
used on shared bikes, as
well as automotive, UAV
and robotic vehicles.
U-Blox is bringing its
GNSS receivers. Its recently announced F9
multi-band positioning
platform uses integrated
real-time kinematic technology to process the po-

sitioning correction data
provided by Qianxun, delivering down to centimetre-level accuracy.
“I believe our high-precision positioning technology is a key enabler of
IoT development, and the
cooperation with U-Box
will accelerate the go-tomarket process of the
technology in an extensive range of industrial
and automotive market
applications,” said Jinpei
Chen, CEO of Qianxun.
Modern GNSS correction services constantly
monitor GNSS signals to
determine positioning er-

rors caused, for example,
by atmospheric distortions, and wirelessly
transmit correction data
to compensate.
Qianxun has laid the
groundwork for the largescale expansion of highprecision positioning in
the IoT era. Based on the
Beidou satellite system,
which is compatible with
GPS,
Glonass
and
Galileo, Qianxun’s positioning service is built on
the nationwide One Network. This is composed
of more than 2000 continuously operating reference stations, and uses

proprietary algorithms.
It offers vehicles and
other applications roundthe-clock
positioning
services in most regions
of the country. By the end
of 2018, Qianxun’s dynamic centimetre-level
service will cover the entire mainland of China.
“Partnering
with
China’s leading GNSS
correction
service
provider allows U-Blox
customers to bring cutting
edge applications to the
China market in the shortest possible time,” said
Thomas Seiler, CEO of
U-Blox.

Creating worlds to help self-driving cars

Parallel Domain has introduced virtual-worldgeneration technology to
enable the large-scale
training and testing of driverless cars before they
hit public roads.
The introduction comes
as the California company made its public
debut with a seed funding
round of US$2.5m.
“Driverless cars need
massive quantities of
challenging training miles
to learn how to drive
safely, but these realworld miles are dangerPage 7, June 2018

ous, expensive and inflexible,” said Kevin McNamara, CEO of Parallel
Domain. “State of the art
simulations
alleviate
these bottlenecks while
providing essential interactivity, control and reproducibility. Our software automatically generates the environments and
scenarios that feed into
simulators, making it safe
and fast for autonomous
vehicles to learn from
their mistakes, accelerating time to safety.”
The platform can gener-

ate multiple realistic,
highly detailed city
blocks in less than a
minute, unlocking the
simulated training and
testing environments for
autonomous vehicles.
Real-world map data
can be used to reconstruct
automatically a photorealistic, living world complete
with
traffic,
pedestrians, time of day
and more. Any element is
adjustable and programmable, from the number
of lanes to the condition
of the asphalt. Road cur-

vatures, locations of
mountains and hundreds
of new cities can be generated with a few clicks.
Further,
procedural
growth algorithms and
generative models can
create a massive variety
of fictional worlds,
whether they are completely new or similar to
real locations.
Parallel Domain is
launching with NIO as a
customer, a start-up that
designs, develops and
produces electric vehicles
for the Chinese market.
Vehicle Electronics
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Autosar updates Adaptive platform
The latest release of the
Autosar Adaptive platform, release 18-03, integrates several features
into the open system architecture standard.
This version includes
software configuration
management, security
and persistency features
as well as signal-based
communications configuration options.
“The specifications of
the new release of the Autosar Adaptive platform
18-03 add important features,” said Thomas
Scharnhorst,
Autosar
spokesperson. “The new
standard continues on
track with what Autosar
Classic started with its
strong support for safety

and security. In providing
specifications and an example of implementation
for its partners, the release is a key step towards the first joint
release of the Classic and
Adaptive platforms targeted for fall 2018.”
One of the major
achievements in the release is the update and
configuration management (UCM), which enables vehicles to be
updated over-the-air. This
includes package management and corresponding installation routines.
Release 18-03 also contains security extensions.
The security feature follows the support of
trusted platform concept,

thus providing protection
from security-relevant attacks and protection of
single
applications
against each other, socalled freedom from interference.
This is also relevant in
the context of the security
of add-on software packages installed throughout
the lifecycle of the vehicle.
The feature set protects
vehicles against software
issues arising from incomplete or faulty installation processes and can
avoid recalls.
Furthermore, the release includes a data persistency concept. While
the PSE51 interface does
not include support for a

Asgent and Upstream provide
automotive cyber security in Japan
Upstream Security is
partnering Asgent to provide automotive cyber security to automotive
manufacturers and vehicle fleets in Japan. This is
enabled through the combination of Upstream’s
cloud-based cyber-security platform and Asgent’s
systems integration expertise in the region.
Connectivity enables
vehicle fleets and service
providers to monetise car
data and improve business results. The key
challenge car makers are
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facing is how to capitalise
on this opportunity while
ensuring the security and
safety of drivers, passengers and businesses.
“For Upstream, Japan is
a huge market opportunity,” said Yoav Levy,
CEO of Upstream Security. “Asgent has a wellrespected sales and
support team in Japan
with deep expertise in the
security business. This
will allow us to best serve
OEM car manufacturers
and connected vehicle
fleets throughout Japan.”

Upstream set out with a
blank canvas approach to
build cyber security to
power
transportation
worldwide. Its C4 centralised connected car
cyber security provides
the visibility and control
to ensure vehicle fleets
are running securely.
After early success with
adoption by vehicle manufacturers as well as connected fleets in the North
American and European
markets, Upstream is
looking to expand its
presence in Asia.

file system, the Adaptive
platform does. It includes
safe data storage and persistent data encryption.
Additionally, the release
allows the platform to
perform not only serviceoriented communications
but also signal-based
communications. Thus,
an additional communications pathway with the
Classic platform is open.
For the first time, the
Adaptive platform supports the Object Management Group (OMG) DDS
connectivity standard for
mission-critical real-time
systems, allowing the
standard to meet the requirements of highly autonomous systems, such
as levels four and five autonomous vehicles.
“With Autosar now including the DDS standard, a new technical
market has been created
within the automotive industry,” said Bob Leigh,
senior market development director at RealTime Innovations. “As
autonomous systems continue to evolve, there is a
growing importance on
the underlying architecture, safety and security.
Traditional car manufacturers and vendor ecosystem providers, who have
embraced Autosar, will
now be able to use DDS
to compete in this race for
the future of transportation.”
Vehicle Electronics

Infineon’s premises in Dresden

Magna and Renesas
produce 3D view

Renesas is working with
mobility technology company Magna to accelerate
the mass adoption of adas
with a 3D surround view
system for entry- and
mid-range vehicles.
The system uses a Renesas SoC optimised for
smart camera and surround view systems.
The camera provides a
360˚ panoramic view to
assist drivers when parking or performing lowInfineon is setting up an per cent of all innovations systems and developing speed operations. Drivers
automotive and power in the car,” said Reinhard integrated products will can adjust the view of
electronics development Ploss, CEO of Infineon be one of the develop- their surroundings, while
Technologies. “Semicon- ment centre’s core tasks the technology alerts
centre in Dresden.
The firm plans to create ductors are a prerequisite in addition to chip design. drivers about obstacles in
“Over the past years their path.
around 100 additional for electromobility and
driving, we’ve continuously injobs in the first phase. autonomous
Drivers get a realistic
The centre is expected to trends that are major creased our share of the 360˚ view of their enviemploy around 250 peo- growth drivers for Infi- growing market for auto- ronment claimed to be
neon. Algorithms, artifi- motive electronics,” said better than the bird’s-eye
ple in the medium term.
One focus will be to de- cial intelligence and the Peter Schiefer, division view offered by existing
velop products for auto- internet of things play a president for automotive parking assist systems.
motive
and
power key part in the increasing at Infineon. “We’re one of
Several car makers have
electronics, as well as ar- networking of traffic sys- the technology leaders in already expressed interest
tificial intelligence. It is tems. The development electromobility and au- in the technology, includscheduled to be launched centre will also address tonomous driving. We’ll ing a European OEM,
those issues intensively. expand our leading posi- which will be the first to
before this year ends.
In Dresden, Infineon al- We will create synergies tion further thanks to the integrate the 3D surround
ready has one of its as a result of the direct new development centre view into a vehicle.
largest locations for de- links with our develop- in Dresden.”
“The
collaboration,
Automotive is Infi- combining our best-inveloping wafer technolo- ment and production logies and manufacturing cation in Dresden. That neon’s largest business class automotive semiprocesses, as well as an will help us develop prod- area. Semiconductors for conductor expertise, and
automated production ucts faster and put them the automotive industry Magna’s world-class augenerate 42 per cent of tomotive system innovaplant. More than 2000 on the market sooner.”
System integration is the group’s revenue. Infi- tion is an important step
employees carry out research and development gaining in importance to neon expects the trend to- in delivering cost effifor microcontrollers, sen- enable complex interac- wards electrically driven, cient 3D surround view
sors and power semicon- tion between semicon- connected and increas- across vehicle classes,”
in
more ingly autonomous cars said Shinichi Yoshioka,
ductors, and make chips. ductors
“Microelectronics is re- technically sophisticated will help boost its growth senior vice president of
sponsible for around 90 cars. Modelling complex significantly.
Renesas Electronics.

Infineon setting up power
R&D centre in Dresden
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Steve Rogerson reports from last
month’s London Motor Show

ore and more cars have
technology that can
hand over some of the
control from the driver to the
vehicle. And car-sharing schemes
are becoming increasingly popular
around the world. It is the combination of these two trends that
will lead to a wave of self-driving
taxis operating around the clock.
This is the vision of Andreas
Herrmann, a professor at the
University of St Gallen in
Switzerland, speaking at last
month’s London Motor Show.
He pointed out that the 1.2bn
cars on the road around the world
drive about 16 trillion kilometres,
and are in use for about 55
minutes every day. On top of that,
the urbanisation trend is set to
influence the car market. In 1950,
only 30 per cent of the world’s
population lived in towns and
cities. By 2050, that is predicted
to rise to 70 per cent.
“By 2025, we expect 600 urban
centres to hold a fifth of the
world’s population,” he said. “In
some cities, 30 per cent of the
traffic is searching for parking
spots. Drivers usually need 20
minutes to find a spot.”
Page 11, June 2018

On top of that, around 94 per
cent of traffic accidents can be
attributed to human failure.
“Machines can be more
reliable,” he said. “By 2025, Los
Angeles does not want to see any
road deaths, and other cities are
looking to follow.”
The picture, he said, would be
better if human-driven cars were
replaced with autonomous
vehicles. For example, they will
take up less space as the gap
between cars can be reduced if
they are being driven
autonomously.
“You can improve fuel
efficiency with autonomous cars,”
he said. “You can have smoother

Andreas Herrmann: “Machines
can be more reliable.”

acceleration and deceleration. The
cars will communicate with each
other so the traffic flow is
smoother.”
And a major benefit for
autonomous vehicles is a
reduction in the space they
occupy.
“This means you can manage
the infrastructure better and give
space back to people,” he said.
“Autonomous driving can reduce
the social costs of driving in terms
of fuel savings and life savings,
and that money can be reinvested
into the infrastructure.”
While he admitted the
technology still had its doubters,
he believed that people would
grow to trust the technology,
especially as it meant they could
spend the time in the vehicle
doing other things.
“When the car is driving, people
can watch videos,” he said. “They
can turn the windows into a
screen, work on their PowerPoint
presentations. There is a potential
400 billion hours that could be
used for other activities, which is
why the likes of Google and
Netflix are interested.”
And for those who like to drive,
he said: “Driving can be a
pleasure but in most situations it
is a pain, and we want to remove
that pain.”
Vehicle Electronics
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Keeping infotainment in check
Steve Knoth explains how automotive
infotainment designs can be easier with
multi-output power management ICs

A

s product form factors are
decreasing, demand for
their functionality and
features continue to increase.
Furthermore, the industry trend
for sophisticated digital ICs such
as microprocessors,
microcontrollers or FPGAs that
power these products continues to
lower their operating voltage
while simultaneously increasing
their amperage.
Microprocessors are among the
most popular of these to design in,
and there is a growing list of
power efficient types. They
provide low power consumption
and high performance processing
for a range of wireless, embedded
and networking applications.
The original intent of these
processors was to let OEMs
develop smaller and more costeffective portable handheld
devices with long battery life,
while simultaneously offering
enhanced computing performance
to run feature-rich multimedia
applications. Nevertheless,
demand for this same combination
of high power efficiency and
processing performance has
spread to non-portable
applications.
Examples include automotive
infotainment systems and other
embedded applications, which
demand similar levels of power
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efficiency and processing
horsepower.
In all cases, a highly specialised,
high performance power
management IC (PMIC) is
necessary to control and monitor
the microprocessor’s power
properly so all the performance
benefits of these processors can be
attained.
Further, as the electronic content
of automobiles continues to
increase dramatically, so too has
the use of microprocessors as the
workhorse of various control
systems within the vehicle.
Infotainment systems have
captured a wide array of functions
to enhance the driving experience.
Touch screens, Bluetooth
communications, digital and highdefinition television (HDTV),
satellite radio, CD, DVD and MP3
players, GPS navigation, and
video game systems have created
a full-fledged entertainment centre
inside the car.
PMIC
Electronic systems designed for
automotive applications are
challenging for many reasons,
including the wide operating
temperature range, strict EMC and
transient requirements, as well as
the high quality levels demanded
by automotive OEMs.
Starting with the wide operating
June 2018, Page 14
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enhances system reliability and
allows for a single PMIC to
handle a broader range of the
system than just a specific
processor’s requirements.
In summary, the main
challenges facing the automotive
infotainment system designer
include:

• Balancing power dissipation
with the high level of integration
of multiple switching regulators
and linear regulators;
• Accurate output voltage
regulation and load step response
required by advanced nanometre
technology processors and
FPGAs;
• Monitoring junction
temperatures;
• Immunity to radiated and
conducted noise, with low

temperature range, PMICs have
problems on two fronts. First,
power conversion. Even when
highly efficient, they must
dissipate some level of power as
heat. When several DC-DCs and
LDO regulators are packed into a
single device, the combined
power dissipation can be
significant, easily approaching
two watts or more.
Typical PMIC packages such as
the 6 by 6mm, 40-pin, exposed
pad QFN have a thermal
resistance of 33˚C/W resulting in
a junction temperature rise in
excess of 60˚C. When this is
combined with a wide ambient
operating temperature range, the
maximum junction temperature of
the PMIC can often exceed
+125˚C. Even in body electronics,
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not under the bonnet, the ambient
temperature inside a sealed plastic
electronic control module can
reach +95˚C. Due to these
temperature difficulties, many
PMICs rated for +85˚C, or even
+125˚C, are not sufficient for
sustained high temperature
operation.
Another key to operating an
integrated power management
device in a high ambient
temperature environment is for
the device to self-monitor its die
temperature and report when its
junction temperature is getting too
high, so the system controller can
make an intelligent decision on
whether to reduce power to the
load(s). Operating system
software can do this by turning off
less critical functions or by

turning down the performance in
processors and other high power
functions such as displays and
network communications.
The environment within a
vehicle’s dashboard is crowded
with electronics. Adding to this
crowding are radios from
Bluetooth to mobile phone based
network connectivity. Therefore,
it is imperative that any additional
entries to this thermally
constrained environment do not
contribute excessive heat or EMI.
There are strict EMC
requirements covering radiated
and conducted emissions, radiated
and conducted immunity or
susceptibility, and ESD.
Conforming to these requirements
affects the performance aspects of
a PMIC design.
Vehicle Electronics

Some are straightforward, such
as the DC-DC switching
regulators must operate at a fixed
frequency well outside of the AM
radio band. However, another
common radiated emission source
found in DC-DC converters
comes from the switching edge
rates of its internal power mosfets.
These edge rates should be
controlled to reduce radiated
emissions.
Many of today’s embedded
systems and advanced processors
require controlled and
choreographed sequencing as
power supplies are powered up
and applied to various circuits.
Allowing for system flexibility
and a simple approach to
sequencing not only makes the
system design easier, but it also
Vehicle Electronics

emissions contributions;
• Large voltage transients and
temperature extremes;
• Managing power sequencing
during start-up and shutdown; and
• Reducing size and footprint.

Historically, many PMICs have
not possessed the necessary power
to handle these modern systems
and microprocessors. Any way to
satisfy the automotive power
management IC design
constraints, as already outlined,
must combine a high level of
integration, including high-current
switching regulators and LDOs,
wide temperature range of
operation, power sequencing and
dynamic I2C control of key
parameters with hard-to-do
functional blocks.
Furthermore, a device with high

Fig. 1: Simplified typical application diagram
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switching frequency reduces the
size of external components and
ceramic capacitors reduce output
ripple. This low ripple combines
with accurate, fast response
regulators to satisfy demanding
voltage tolerances of 45nm type
processors.
Such power ICs must also be
capable of meeting the rigorous
automotive environment including
radiated emission suppression,
although the input voltage is
typically a pre-regulated 5 or 3.3V
rail off the system or battery
voltage. Fig. 1 shows such a
multi-output device.
This PMIC can solve the
automotive infotainment system
design problems mentioned and
can satisfy the high-temperature
automotive operating
requirements. The IC includes a
thermal warning flag and interrupt
specifically for junction
temperature monitoring and also
includes a hard thermal shutdown
for reliable protection of the
hardware, should power

Fig. 2: Start-up sequence
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dissipation be mismanaged or in
the event of a severe fault
condition.
Suppressing emissions
Since there are four switching
regulators on board, each has an
associated reactive device
(inductor) to be concerned about.
One possible method is to shield
the area to prevent EMI from
being emitted. Besides being
expensive and heavy, this does not
solve the problem of
contamination by any wires that
might be connected to the power
supply area. It is better to use
source suppression and antenna
elimination.
Source suppression necessitates
good layout and component
selection, and internal IC design,
to prevent the generation of radio
frequency energy. It is often
necessary to use shielded
inductors and to place those
inductors further away from the
device than the output capacitors.
This is because the AC currents

circulate from the device through
the inductor, through the output
capacitor, to ground and back to
the device. It is clear that wide
traces, preferably area fill, should
be used to connect the ground of
the output capacitors to the
ground of the device and to the
ground of the PVin input
decoupling capacitors.
There are some tools for source
suppression. Its DC-DC
converters include a dv/dt control
feature that slows down the
switching edge rates to reduce
radiated emissions. Since the buck
regulators are synchronous, both
the rise and the fall time are
controlled. A slow edge rate of
about 3ns rise-fall was selected to
pass emission requirements and
still limit switching losses, which
helps to optimise power converter
efficiency.
To reduce the input ripple,
which can end up radiating
through the power input wiring,
the buck regulators can be
staggered between two different
clock phases.
The device can provide
considerable power, in excess of
10W. This can result in large
circulating currents and so it is
imperative to provide an
uninterrupted path for this current
to circulate. In particular, slots in
the ground plane, which force the
large circulating currents to flow
around them, create slot antennas.
But other obstacles, such as
changing layers, contribute some
energy in the EMI signature and
should be reduced.
Ideally the top and bottom
layers should be all, or mostly,
ground plane, with the signal
layers flowing internally. Since
this is usually not practical, some
Vehicle Electronics

thought needs to go into how the
ground plane will be connected
prior to commencing layout. For
example, it is not a good idea to
put the device into a corner or tab
on the PCB. This will make it
very difficult to route the ground
plane properly. However, it is a
good idea to route the high
circulating current areas first to
ensure the most optimum layout
possible.
If EMI control is planned and
executed with the concepts of
source suppression and antenna
elimination in mind, it is possible
to create a full power system that
is a good EMI neighbour without
increasing product cost or weight.
Simple and effective power
sequencing can be handled
through serial communications or
via pin strapping where power
supply output voltages are tied to
enable pins in the desired turn-on
sequence. Internally each enable
is delayed by microseconds to
time stagger the start-up sequence.
This is supported with precision
low voltage enable thresholds so
the sequencing is possible even
with output voltages as low as
0.43V. Each supply voltage output
is also soft-started to limit inrush
current and produce clean voltage
transitions, see Fig. 2.
The IC includes two registers
for initialising a power down
sequence configuration that will
be followed at the next turn-off
event or overpower fault
condition. Each regulator (DC-DC
and LDO) can be pre-set to any
one of four time slots for
shutdown. Each regulator output
includes an internal pull-down
resistor that is engaged when
disabled to guarantee the
controlled discharges as shown in
Vehicle Electronics

Fig. 3: Power-down sequence
Fig. 3 and a low starting point for
the next turn-on sequence.
Conclusion
Modern cars have advanced
significantly. Simple AM-FM
radios have given way to modern
technological advancements such
as satellite radio, touch screens,
navigation systems, Bluetooth,
HDTV, integrated mobile phones,
media players and video games.
Further, by replacing discrete
power IC components or
traditional large overly integrated
PMICs – for example with audio,
codecs and so on – a system
designer can use a new generation
of compact power management
ICs that integrate key functions
for a higher level of performance
with smaller and simpler designs.
High performance processors
typically have a unique set of

power supply requirements,
including multiple high current
and low noise rails, programmable
sequencing and dynamic I2C
adjustment. Therefore it is
important to select the right PMIC
to control and power them.
The latest let designers exploit
the full power savings and
performance benefits of these
processors across an ever-growing
range of applications. The latest
devices solve many of the
traditional problems associated
with automotive infotainment
system design, thus enhancing the
modern automotive experience.
Steve Knoth is
senior product
marketing engineer
in Analog Devices’
power products
group
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AUTONOMOUSLY CONFIDENT
Christoph Wagner and Holger Rosier
look at the standards and tests that
will govern future autonomous driving
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he vision of autonomous
driving promises users
exceptional mobility and
travel comfort. The prerequisite is
that diverse components and
functions reliably interact in a
coordinated manner without
errors. It will only be possible to
turn this idea into reality when all
market players reach a consensus,
when highly reliable components
are available and when
multivendor interoperability is a
given.
Autonomous driving, in which
the user hands full control over to
the vehicle, is attracting an
increasing amount of attention.
Almost daily, car manufacturers
announce market-ready vehicles
sporting the very latest
automation features.
Autonomous driving promises
users more safety and comfort,
while society benefits from
sustainable mobility and improved
traffic efficiency.
At the same time, it is expected
that accidents will be reduced.
Targeted public policies in many
countries will support this
initiative.
This major challenge not only
requires the melding of various

sensor technologies, including
radar, cameras and lidar, but also
precise location determination and
highly accurate map material.
This information is updated
continuously by using cellular
technologies with backend servers
to network vehicles. Enhanced
data exchange between
multivendor vehicles will add
cooperative elements to
autonomous driving. Predictive
route and manoeuvre planning
improves safety, comfort and
efficiency. This is particularly
important during poor weather
conditions that impair on-board
sensors.
Consensus to cooperation
Today, mobility is undergoing the
greatest transformation since the
car replaced the horse and
carriage. Until just recently, auto
manufacturers and their direct
suppliers dominated the market.
Today, completely different
industries are involved. The
primary objective of these
industries is to play a key role in
paving the way for autonomous
driving.
Sensors are important
components in self-driving cars
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and are already used for various
driver assistance functions such as
park assist and adaptive cruise
control.
These functions will mature
even further in the future and
become intertwined until they
are capable of independently
keeping a car within a lane,
changing lanes, detecting other
road users and obstacles in a
timely fashion and responding
appropriately.
However, many critical traffic
situations cannot be resolved
effectively without
communicating with the
environment itself. In heavy
traffic, the ability to recognise
intent is key to cooperative
execution of complex traffic
manoeuvres, such as changing
lanes in moving traffic or merging
onto the roadway.
Cellular systems make it
possible to communicate this
intent. For cars to drive
themselves in the future and to be
able to relieve drivers of full
liability in the mid-term, everyone
involved in the value chain,
including those from the extended
market environment, has to come
to a consensus.

Cellular communications
The local environmental model is
enhanced with additional
information gained from vehicles
networking with each other and
with the backend system. This
model is generated based on
vehicle sensor data and permits
enhanced situational analysis.
The locally obtained
information is useful in allowing
other vehicles to make traffic
decisions.
While applications based on the
first generation of intelligent
transportation systems are nearly
exclusively oriented towards the
car driver and allow the driver to
make all final driving decisions,
future vehicle network services
will permit direct intervention.
This is a fundamental
requirement for removing control
of the automobile from the driver,
and it leads to further
requirements regarding vehicle
functions.
The execution of cooperative
driving manoeuvres, enhanced
exchange of sensor data and
continuous updating of map
material require a high data rate,
short latency and constant
network availability, depending

Human and machine
A cellular system that can perform
reliably at the expected high level
can support humans in an early
stage of autonomous driving. One
example is on highways, where
the expected situations are less
complex.
Critical is the section between
the home or office and the
highway. This is due to the special
traffic infrastructure at these
locations, which are used by
various road users, and the high
traffic density, which results in
very complex scenarios.
Tele-operated driving is one of
the options under discussion for
managing such situations. In this
case, a remote driver is connected
to the vehicle via the cellular
system.
He or she steers the car based on
camera images that are captured
and transmitted with only a very
brief delay.
Technical challenges and legal
frameworks make large-scale
commercial implementation a
mid- to long-term goal.
Interoperability
Today’s active and passive safety
systems, such as safety belts,
airbags and antilock braking
systems, function independently
of information sources from
outside the vehicle. They are

Connecting the automotive and wireless worlds
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upon the application. It is critical
that this functionality remains
reliable in situations that prove
challenging for cellular systems,
including high subscriber density
such as might occur during heavy
traffic or at very high relative
speeds. These scenarios fully tax
the capabilities of today’s cellular
networks.
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tested for functional safety based
on ISO 26262. However, if a
cellular system is used as an
integral part of vehicle
functionality, then automobile
manufacturers, users, network
operators, infrastructure
manufacturers and service
providers must redefine the rules
of the game.
This is important, because
autonomous and cooperative
driving will only be possible if all
system components interact
reliably. This won’t be the first
time the cellular world has
accomplished this.
The establishment of a common
framework for interoperability
testing over the entire value chain
formed the foundation for a global
cellular network.
Certification
In 1982, the Group Special
Mobile (GSM) within the
European Telecommunication
Standards Institute (Etsi) was
entrusted with the task of defining
rules for the establishment of a
European digital cellular network.
The objective of the resulting
standard was to make it possible
to set up and operate the network
independently of cellular device
manufacturers, network operators,
infrastructure manufacturers and
sim cards.
Prior to that, not only were
cellular networks based on
analogue technologies, they were
also confined within national
borders, networks and sometimes
even regions.
The first digital cellular standard
in Europe intended to change all
this. GSM fulfilled the important
prerequisite for ensuring rapid
implementation: the inclusion of
June 2018, Page 22
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all market players, including
device manufacturers, network
operators and governmental
regulators. The objective was
achieved and today GSM stands
for global system for mobile
communications, a name that
reflects the global success of this
technology. In 2000, GSM
transitioned into the Third
Generation Partnership Project
(3GPP).
The 3GPP is a global
cooperation of six independent
standardisation committees that
define specifications for cellular
standards. It forms the technical
basis for a global marketplace
with a large number of
manufacturers.
The Global Certification Forum
(GCF) is responsible for ensuring
adherence to test specifications
and for questions regarding
practical implementation of tests.
The interest group of about 140
cellular network operators, device
manufacturers and test houses
verifies test specifications for the
European and Asian markets. It
also groups and prioritises the
specifications based on the
sequence in which new functions
will be implemented in cellular
networks.

Vision of fully automated driving
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As a prerequisite for actively
marketing devices, network
operators require that device
manufacturers prove the quality
and performance of their products
through testing.
Validated test cases are
performed by accredited test
houses and must be passed by
both chipset and device
manufacturers to obtain
certification for their products.
Communications used for safety
functions must function even
more faultlessly than voice and
data services between all vehicle
classes – regardless of
manufacturer, in every situation
and at all times. Automobile
manufacturers must guarantee
this, and the functionality cannot
be based on the price class of an
automobile.
Proof of conformity with respect
to cellular standards can be
covered by existing cellular
industry processes. However,
there remains the question of how
conformity will be ensured after
successful integration into the
vehicle. Any methods must take
into consideration the product
lifecycle, which is many times
longer than that of cellular
devices.
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Common understanding
Tasks such as defining new test
requirements or establishing the
necessary consensus for
interoperability were taken on by
the 5G Automotive Association
(5GAA). In 2016, the 5GAA was
founded by representatives of the
automotive industry, chip industry
and network equipment suppliers.
Today, it has more than 60
international members, including
many major network operators
and automotive suppliers.
The goal is to encourage the
global development of products
for autonomous and cooperative
driving in the context of
networked mobility.
The developed products will be
based on the results of a use case
analysis, a technical (cellular)
implementation, a study of a
certification process, regulatory
considerations and a study of the
global market.
Based on the global nature of
this alliance and its member
structure, it is conceivable that the
developed studies and proposals
will include previously raised
questions with respect to
assessing performance. The
5GAA would be able to use these
to define the necessary
harmonising approach and to
make regulatory
recommendations.
Summary
When highly automated driving
requires a connection to a backend
server, to the infrastructure and to
other vehicles, communications
will become a fixed component
within the automobile, requiring a
complete rethinking. In the past,
auto manufacturers could
independently determine whether
Vehicle Electronics

A major challenge is the melding of various technologies
and to what extent they wanted to
implement driver assist and
infotainment systems and use
them to differentiate themselves
on the market.
As automated driving advances,
it is necessary to standardise a
jointly defined, minimum level of
system performance. That will
ensure the necessary
communications between all road
users at the highest level of
automation and will allow prior
testing based on jointly defined
criteria. This means implementing
necessary functions that also work
between luxury class and compact
cars.
The industry’s greatest
challenge in introducing
automated driving is mixed-traffic
scenarios, that is when automated,
partially automated and manually
Vehicle Electronics

operated vehicles are all on the
road at the same time. This
requires an additional component
for artificial intelligence.
The fully automated vehicle
must be able predictively and
correctly to detect manually
steered vehicles within fractions
of a second. A simple “if-then”
statement such as commonly seen
in computer programmes today
will no longer be sufficient.
These systems require many
years of training in a variety of
different situations so they can
respond appropriately at the
decisive moment.
It will be some time before fully
automated vehicles take over the
steering wheel. However, the way
is already being paved today by
advancing standardisation, the
development of the technological

fundamentals and the precedentsetting definition of legal
frameworks.
Safety and liability will be the
deciding criteria in making
automated driving a success, and
they will figure prominently as
considerations in every
automobile purchase. Because
humans have always had zero
tolerance for machine error.
Christoph Wagner is
director for
automotive

and
Holger Rosier is
technical manager
at Rohde &
Schwarz
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technologies. Sensor fusion is the
point at which the information
extracted from each of these
sensor types is merged together
and an understanding of what is
happening in the car’s immediate
environment becomes understood
so the vehicle or driver can react.
Moving from level two, where
the driver’s hands are still on the
steering wheel and the driver is
still engaged, up to levels four and
five means that the processing has
to handle a lot more data from
more sensors. It has to process
these speedily enough so
appropriate actions can be taken,
such as automatic braking and
automatic steering for example.

Way forward

Bryce Johnstone
believes that
convolutional
neural networks
will be essential
for autonomous
driving
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t’s no surprise that neural
networks are becoming
increasingly prevalent in a
wider variety of markets. They
tailor people’s social media feed
to match their interests, enhance
their photos to make them look
better, and power the feature
detection and eye tracking in AR
and VR headsets.
They can be used for security,

offering improved facial
recognition and crowd behaviour
analysis in smart surveillance and
are smarter than humans at
detecting fraud in online
payments systems.
When it comes to automotive,
neural networks are going to be
the power behind the driverless
car systems for collision
avoidance and subject tracking.
Vehicle Electronics

Applications for neural networks
in vehicles include driver
alertness monitoring, driver gaze
tracking, seat occupancy, roadsign detection, drivable path
analysis, road user detection and
driver recognition.
As the number of autonomous
vehicles and smart transportation
systems increases over the next
few years, these applications will
Vehicle Electronics

also continue to expand.
Beyond adas
As we move through the levels of
autonomous driving, the need for
more sensors and specifically
cameras is paramount. The
vehicle needs to understand and
interpret its surrounding through
lidar, radar and cameras, as well
as infra-red and other

Hardware
To address the challenge of
extracting useful information from
the multiple camera inputs,
designers leverage the inherent
efficiency of convolutional neural
networks (CNNs).
CNNs are a form of machine
learning that process data in a
similar way to the human brain.
Neural networks use different
layers of mathematical processing
to make, over time, increasing
sense of the information they
receive, from images to speech to
text and beyond. For neural
networks actually to work, they
must be trained by feeding them
massive amounts of data.
With a CNN, this might be done
for image classification. In the
case of a road-sign recognition
system, hundreds of thousands, if
not millions of images of road
signs at different angles,
distances, exposure levels, colours
and shapes would need to be run
through the system. A set of
coefficients for the various nodes
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and layers of the CNN would be
built up so the particular road sign
could be identified.
There is a stage called inference,
which as it suggests infers new
data coming into the sensor and
decides whether this is a road sign
or not. The neural network learns
by training offline initially and
then has the possibility to learn
more in real time through
inference.
Training a network for high
accuracy takes a large amount of
compute power and is often done
on large arrays of GPUs in data
centres.
CNNs can run on a generic
computing resource such as a
CPU or a GPU using its compute
capabilities. GPUs are inherently
better than CPUs at performing
neural network algorithms
providing a huge boost in
performance as well as a large
reduction in power dissipation.
However, if dedicated hardware
blocks optimised uniquely for the
types of networks and algorithms
being run are targeted, there is an
opportunity for yet another step-

change in performance as well as
a reduction in power. By driving
the vectors of power and
performance, highly complex
neural network calculations can
be executed at the network edge
without requiring the work to be
done in the cloud.
This addition of dedicated
silicon for specific use cases is a
natural evolution of hardware.
Originally, the early desktop
processors didn’t even have a
maths co-processor for
accelerating floating-point
calculations on which applications
such as games are so dependent,
but since the 1980s it has been a
standard part of the CPU.
In the 1990s, CPUs gained their
own on-board memory cache to
boost performance, while still
later GPUs were integrated. This
was followed in the 2010s by ISPs
and hardware support for codecs
for smooth video playback. Now
it’s the turn of neural networks to
get their own optimised silicon
and be a standard part of
computing devices on the edge of
the network.

Vehicles need to understand and interpret their surrounding
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Keeping it local
In many cases, the inferencing
could be run on powerful
hardware in the cloud but, for
many reasons, it’s now time to
move this to edge devices. Where
a fast response is required, it’s
simply not practical to run neural
networks over the mobile network
due to latency issues and, worse,
connection issues.
Moving it on-device also
eliminates many of the potential
security issues that are becoming
a bane of the automotive industry.
As cellular networks may not
always be available, be they 3G,
4G or 5G, dedicated local
hardware will be more reliable,
offer greater performance and,
crucially, much-reduced power
consumption
A car typically drives at speeds
of 110km/hr (34m/s) on British
motorways. Without hardware, it
would need to anticipate obstacles
20 to 50m ahead to avoid a
collision but because of latency,
bandwidth and network
availability, it’s impossible to do
this over the cloud.
With a true hardware system,
the car can run multiple neural
networks to identify and track
objects simultaneously at only 1m
distance.
These days, smartphones are
repositories of pictures, and
typically there might be 1000 or
more photos on the device sorted
automatically in various ways,
including, for example,
identifying all photos featuring a
particular person. This requires
analysis; a premium GPU running
a neural net could do the process
in around 60 seconds, but a
dedicated CNN accelerator can do
it in just two seconds.
Vehicle Electronics

Then there’s battery life. A GPU
could process around 2400
pictures using one per cent of the
battery power. Conversely,
consuming the same amount of
power, a neural network
accelerator can handle 428,000
images.
This low power consumption
can enable new use cases, for
example, in areas such as smart
surveillance. Such an accelerator
can be powerful enough to
perform on-device analytics,
whether in a camera in a city
centre, a stadium or a home
security system. Due to its ability
to run multiple different network
types, it can enable more
intelligent decision making,
thereby reducing false positives.
Thanks to the low-power
processing, these cameras can
now be battery-powered, making
them easier to deploy and
manage.
Flexible support
To make these use cases possible,
neural network accelerators have
been designed from the ground up
for efficient neural network
inferencing. So what makes
hardware acceleration technology
different from other neural
network options, such as DSPs
and GPUs?
First, there are the ultra-low
power consumption
characteristics that leverage
expertise in designing for mobile
platforms. The second factor is the
flexible bit-depth support,
available crucially on a per-layer
basis.
A neural network is commonly
trained at full 32bit precision, but
doing so for interference would
require a very large amount of
Vehicle Electronics

Neural networks will be the power behind driverless cars

bandwidth and consume a lot of
power, which would be
prohibitive within mobile power
envelopes, that is even if the
performance was available to run
it, the battery life would take a
huge hit.
To deal with this, certain
advanced accelerators offer a
variation of the bit-depth for both
weights and data, making it
possible to maintain high
inference accuracy, while
drastically reducing bandwidth
requirements, with a resultant
dramatic reduction in power
requirements.
A brute-force approach is not
needed to reduce bit depth. It can
be varied on a per-layer basis for
weights and data, so developers
can fully optimise the
performance of their networks.
Furthermore, it maintains
precision internally to preserve
accuracy. The result is higher
performance at lower bandwidth
and power.
In practice, such
implementations require as little
as a quarter of the bandwidth
compared with other options.
Moving from 8bit down to 4bit

precision for those use cases
where it is appropriate enables
devices to consume 69% of the
power with less than a one per
cent drop in accuracy.
Conclusion
As the world becomes ever more
expectant of computers and
devices having a greater
understanding of the world around
them, neural network acceleration
represents the most efficient way
to extract meaningful information
out of the camera captured image.
This advancement is sitting at the
heart of autonomous driving as
the world moves to partially and
fully autonomous driving over the
next decade. The need to be able
to process these heavy algorithms
in real time and within ever
stricter power budgets means that
using edge devices will be crucial
to the success of this autonomous
vehicle technology.
Bryce Johnstone
is director of
automotive at
Imagination
Technologies
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Buck converters reduce
EMI for adas applications
Automotive designers
can lower EMI and increase efficiency with the
pin-compatible
Max
20073 and 20074 buck
converters from Maxim
Integrated. The converters suit automotive infotainment
and
adas
applications.
Designers are tasked
with adding more features
to modern, high-end cars,
while using an efficient,
compact method that
meets or exceeds EMI requirements. However, as
more automotive features
are added, the number of
power rails continues to
increase. Each power rail
is powered from the car
battery through a frontend buck converter and
often requires specific
voltage regulation precision requirements. Designers also need to meet
stringent safety standards.

Combined with the
firm‘s spread spectrum
oscillator, sync in functionality, forced PWM,
skip modes and currentmode architecture, the
system quality and performance improves, easing overall design.
Additionally, backend
point-of-load buck converters such as these send
specific voltages to the
many power rails that
come with adding modern features.
Output voltage accuracy makes them suitable

for applications that have
these tight processor and
memory voltage requirements.
The ICs also adhere to
safety standards, operate
with low-input voltages
across a wide range of
temperatures and can reduce radio frequency interference.
They deliver up to 3A
load current from 0.5 to
3.8V. The devices operate
from an input voltage of
2.7 to 5.5V, making them
suitable for on-board
point-of-load and post-

regulation applications.
They use fixed-frequency PWM mode of
operation, with a 2.2MHz
switching
frequency.
High-frequency operation
enables an all-ceramic capacitor design and external components to be
smaller.
The devices provide an
enable input, spreadspectrum enable input
and active-low reset output.
They come in 3 by
3mm ten-pin TDFN-EP
packages. Output voltage
can be pre-set at the factory to allow ±1.5 per
cent output-voltage accuracy without the need for
0.1 per cent external resistors. In addition, the
output voltage can be set
to any value by using two
external resistors at the
feedback with 0.5V internal reference. There is a
fixed 0.85ms soft-start
time.
They operate over the
-40 to +125˚C ambient
temperature range.

SiC fets provide upgrade path
Designers of power factor
correction stages, active
front-end rectifiers, LLC
converters and phase shift
full bridge converters can
upgrade performance by
using the UJ3C1200 series of SiC Jfet cascodes
from United SiC.
With a voltage of 1.2kV
and on-resistances of 80
and 40mΩ, these devices
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are a drop-in replacement
for existing IGBT, Simosfet and SiC-mosfet
parts, without changing
gate drive circuitry.
End uses include onboard electric vehicle
chargers, battery charging
for forklifts, PV inverters
and welding.
Based on the firm’s
third-generation SiC tran-

sistor technology, the series integrates a SiC Jfet
with a custom-designed
Si-mosfet to produce a
combination of normallyoff operation, high performance body diode and
easy gate drive of the
mosfet with the efficiency, speed and high
temperature rating of the
SiC JFet.
Vehicle Electronics

Data-logging software
aids validation testing
With intuitive workflows
and integrated data management, National Instruments’ Flexlogger configuration-based data-logging software for validation testing can help
automotive test departments capture accurate,
well-documented data to
verify system functionality in real-world conditions and comply with
government regulations.
Engineers can use the
software to help simplify
test configurations and
extract insights with sensor-specific workflows to
acquire and log synchronised, mixed measurements, with no programming required.
They can integrate analogue sensors, digital
pulse frequencies, Can
signals and calculated
channels that are logged
to the TDMS technical
data management streaming file format, so data
can be correlated and
analysed to characterise
an entire system.
The software automatically logs descriptive
metadata about the test
configuration including
sensor and hardware acquisition settings for easier traceability. Test
departments can improve
access to data and communicate results to the or-
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ganisation using Diadem
data management software to find, analyse and
report on Flexlogger data.
With Labview engineering system design
software at its core, Diadem data management
software handling overall
data analytics and reporting and SystemLink managing assets and data, this
workflow can improve

the productivity of test
and validation labs across
many industries. Each
piece of the workflow is
also interoperable with
third-party software to increase code and IP re-use
and draws on the Labview tools network
ecosystem of add-ons and
tools for more application-specific
requirements.

EMI shielding

Electrolube has introduced form-in-place EMI
shielding materials for
automotive manufacturers who require EMI
shielding for applications
such as automatic mirrors, cameras, radar modules, rear and side
detection, and car audio
and entertainment.
The materials can be
dispensed onto metal, or
conductive
painted,
plated or metallic surfaces in the electronic enclosures to form a
continuously conductive
electromagnetic shield.
The FIP200 and FIP210
are single component
moisture cure EMI
shielding
materials.
FIP200 is filled with traditional Ag and Cu particles. FIP210 is filled with
Ni and Cu particles.

Improving metal-resin bonding

Technology that improves
metal-resin bonding of
composite parts for the
automotive and electrical
and electronics industries
has been developed by
Polyplastics.
Direct
metal-resin
bonding is a process that
uses metal insert moulding. Metal parts and
resins are firmly bonded
by introducing molten
resin through injection
moulding to metal parts
that have already undergone sufficient surface

treatment.
For metal surface treatments, the Quick-10 technology uses quick heating
and cooling of inserted
metals to produce direct
metal-resin bonding with
metal insert moulding
alone, without any special
surface treatments for the
metal side. Resins must
exhibit properties such as
interface infinity, surface
transferability (flowability) and low shrinkage to
produce good bonding.
A key resin component

is an affinity improvement additive that gives
the metal-resin interface
improved compatibility
and promotes adhesion to
the metal surface. Metal
adhesion grades include
1135MF1 and 940MA for
PPS and PBT, respectively. Other metal adhesion grades, 1150MF1
and 930MA, provide
added functionality.
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Vision processors meet
Asil D requirements

Ethernet phy supports SGMII

An automotive Ethernet
physical layer (phy)
transceiver from Texas
Instruments
supports
SGMII serial gigabit
media independent interface, small packaging and
integrated diagnostic features.
This lets designers
bring more intelligence
via Ethernet connectivity
to space-constrained automotive body electronics, infotainment and
cluster, and adas applications.
As the first 100baseT1
device to support SGMII,
the DP83TC811S-Q1 improves design flexibility
by enabling connections
to multiple switches and
interfaces.

The transceiver supports the full range of
media independent interfaces, which lets designers implement Ethernet
connectivity with various
media access controllers
and processors.
To help the system
monitor and detect cable
breaks, temperature and
voltage variations, and
electrostatic discharge
(ESD) events, the transceiver has a diagnostic

BGA meets AEC-Q100

Semiconductor packaging company Stats ChipPac has expanded the
qualification of its embedded wafer-level ball
grid array (eWLB) technology for AEC-Q100
grades one and two.
A grade-one device
must operate from -40 to
+125˚C while a gradetwo device must meet requirements within a -40
to +105˚C operating environment.
The firm’s factory has
been ISO/TS 16949 certified for over ten years.
The eWLB has passed
1000 cycles at -55 to
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+150˚C and +125˚C for
grades one and two qualifications.
As the automotive market evolves towards
driver-assisted or fully
autonomous vehicles, the
qualification of eWLB
provides semiconductor
companies with packaging for applications such
as infotainment, GPS, and
high frequency radars in
adas.
For adas radar, eWLB is
said to be competitive for
wireless systems that operate in the high-end,
77GHz millimetre-wave
frequencies.

toolkit, including a
patent-pending
ESD
monitor.
It comes in a 36-pin 6
by 6mm wettable flank
package and complies
with the IEEE 802.3bw
standard and Open Alliance qualification, enabling the use of
unshielded single twistedpair copper cable, which
reduces overall cable
weight and cost.
The device includes
power-saving features
such as standby, disable
and wake-on local area
network.
The integrated diagnostic toolkit includes cable
diagnostics, temperature
and voltage sensors, and
an ESD monitor, so engineers can create designs
that can withstand ESD
and voltage events. The
diagnostic features let designers monitor the integrity of the Ethernet
link continually.
Additionally, it provides up to 8kV of ESD
protection.
SGMII uses only four
pins instead of the 12 required for reduced GMII,
simplifying the design
layout. Additionally, the
integration of a physical
medium
dependent
(PMD) filter, MII series
terminators, PMD termination and power-supply
filtering components reduces the need for external discrete circuitry.

TVS diodes

AEC-Q101-q ualif ied
TVS diode arrays from
Littelfuse provide fast
acting over-voltage protection for power interfaces, user charging interfaces, LED lighting modules and low speed IOs.
The 200W discrete
AQHV unidirectional and
AQHV-C bidirectional
devices protect equipment from damage due to
ESD and other overvoltage transients. Both can
absorb repetitive ESD
strikes above the maximum level in international standards without
performance degradation
and safely dissipate up to
8A for AQHV12 of induced surge current with
low clamping voltages.
Applications include
ESD protection for automotive electronics, LED
lighting modules, mobile
and handheld devices,
Can bus drive-by-wire,
Lin bus RS232 and
RS485, general-purpose
low-speed IOs, and
portable instrumentation.
ESD protection is up to
±30kV and surge protection up to 8A.
Vehicle Electronics

Embedded vision processors from Synopsys
include a safety enhancement package to accelerate the development of
automotive SoCs.
The Asil B, C and D
ready DesignWare EV6x
processors include differentiated hardware safety
features, safety monitors
and lockstep capabilities
for safety-critical designs.
These features let designers achieve ISO
26262’s most stringent
level of functional safety
and fault coverage without significant impact on
performance, power or
area compared with the
non-Asil ready EV6x
processors.
They integrate scalar,
vector DSP, and convolutional neural network

(CNN) processing units
to help speed certification
of automotive systems
that require deep learning
functionality.
To accelerate the development of ISO 26262compliant code, the Asil
D ready DesignWare Arc
MetaWare EV develop-

that includes an integrated magnet.
A back-biased, programThe ATS344 has a twomable Hall-effect sensor wire current mode PWM
IC from Allegro Mi- output to reduce pin count
crosystems includes dif- for remote sensors. It inferential Hall elements cludes on-chip eeprom,
and is packaged in a cus- capable of supporting up
tom back-biased package to 100 read-write cycles,

Hall sensor IC
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ment toolkit for safety
provides the tools, runtime software and libraries
to
develop
embedded vision and artificial intelligence applications for the processors.
The tools support software development with
C/C++ and Open CL C

for flexible end-of-line
programming of calibration parameters.
The device is suitable
for automotive applications requiring high-resolution detection of long
stroke – more than 5mm
– linear motion.
The integrated backbias magnet simplifies
packaging, requiring only
a ferrous target to detect.
The device comes in a
Pb-free, 100% matt-tin
lead-frame plated threepin SP package.

languages as well as open
vision standards such as
Open VX and Open CV.
The toolkit also includes
a tool to map neural network graphs trained on
popular frameworks such
as Caffe and TensorFlow
automatically to the
processor’s processing resources.
The processors integrate scalar, vector DSP
and CNN processing
units for accurate and fast
vision processing. With
up to four vector DSPs
that operate in parallel to
the CNN engine, they
provide scalable performance that supports all vision algorithms and CNN
graphs.
An optional IEEE 754compliant vector floating
point unit, integrated into
the vector DSP core, and
its supporting software,
offer performance levels
of up to 328Gflops for
single precision operations and 655Gflops for
half precision operations.
The processors include
safety mechanisms and
hardware safety features
such as lockstep capabilities, ECC memories, error
checking on core registers
and safety-critical registers, a dedicated safety
monitor, and a windowed
watchdog timer for each
core. An optional dedicated safety island monitors and executes safety
escalations and diagnostics within the SoC and
protects system bring-up.
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Software ups reliability
for analogue designs

DC-DC converter with
internal 2A 100V switch

A current mode, 2MHz
multi-topology DC-DC
converter from Analog
Devices has an internal
2A, 100V switch.
The Power by Linear
LT8361 operates from an
input voltage of 2.8 to
60V, and is suitable for
applications with input
sources ranging from a
single-cell Li-ion battery
to multi-cell battery
stacks, automotive inputs,
telecoms power supplies
and industrial power rails.
The device can be configured as either a boost,
sepic or inverting converter.
Its switching frequency
can be programmed between
300kHz
and
2MHz, letting designers
reduce external component sizes and avoid critical frequency bands, such
as AM radio.
Furthermore, it offers
over 90% efficiency
while switching at 2MHz.
Burst mode operation reduces quiescent current to
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only 9µA while keeping
output ripple below
15mV p-p.
The combination of an
msop-16E package and
tiny external components
due to the high switching
frequency ensures a compact footprint while reducing cost.
The 375mΩ power
switch delivers efficiencies up to 95%. Spread
spectrum frequency modulation reduces EMI concerns. A single feedback
pin sets the output voltage
whether the output is positive or negative, lowering pin count.
Other features include
external synchronisation,
programmable UVLO,
frequency foldback and
programmable soft-start.
The msop-16E package
has four pins removed for
high voltage spacing.
Industrial temperature
(-40 to +125˚C) and high
temperature (-40 to
+150˚C) versions are also
available.

Optical sensors

Two AEC-Q101 qualified
transmissive optical sensors for automotive and
industrial applications are
offered in 5.5 by 5.85 by
7mm packages. The
Vishay TCUT1630X01
and TCUT1800X01 are
three- and four-channel
transmissive sensors, respectively.
The triple-channel device includes an infra-red
emitter and three phototransistor detectors faceto-face in a surfacemount package. With a
taller dome than previous-generation devices
and an additional channel
for a vertical push function or indexing tab, the
device is suitable for turn
and push encoding.
The quad-channel unit
includes two infra-red
emitters and four phototransistor detectors, and it
can detect up to 16 positions for absolute and incremental encoding.
Both can detect motion,
speed and direction. They

can be used as position
sensors for encoders in
high-temperature automotive
environments
close to motors, in addition to turn interior knobs,
ignition locks, adaptive
headlights and electric
power steering.
In industrial applications, they can monitor
gas or water meters and
detect the status of doors,
panels and inserted coins
or credit cards.
They deliver a typical
output current of 1.3mA
and operate at a wavelength of 950nm. The optical sensors have a 3mm
gap width and apertures
of 0.3mm, and handle a
temperature range of -40
to +105˚C.
With a moisture sensitivity level rating of one,
they are compatible with
reflow solder processes
according to Jedec-STD020D. The devices are
RoHS-compliant, halogen-free and Vishay
Green.
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Software for designing
high-reliability analogue
and mixed-signal ICs for
automotive, medical, industrial, aerospace and
military applications is
available from Cadence
Design Systems.
Legato Reliability provides analogue designers
with the tools they need
to manage their design’s
reliability throughout the
product lifecycle, from
initial test through active
life through ageing.
Based on the firm’s
Spectre accelerated parallel simulator and Virtuoso
custom IC design platform, the software integrates capabilities into an
intuitive cockpit to address reliability concerns.
Analogue defect analysis accelerates defect sim-

ulation to reduce test
costs and eliminate test
escapes, a source of early
failure in IC designs
Electro-thermal analysis avoids premature failures due to thermal
overstress during the
product’s useful life.
Ageing analysis enables
accurate prediction of
product wear-out by
analysing ageing acceleration due to temperature
and process variation.
The simulation engine
allows defect-oriented
testing, which expands
the capabilities of test beyond what is traditionally
achieved by performing
functional and parametric
tests.
Defect-oriented
testing lets designers
evaluate the ability to
eliminate die with manu-
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facturing defects and resulting test escapes that
cause field failures.
It can also be used to
optimise wafer test, reducing the number of
tests to achieve the target
defect coverage by eliminating over-testing and
potentially reducing the
number by up to 30%.
A dynamic electro-thermal simulation engine
can help automotive designers. For example, actual usage results in
significant temperature
rise during normal operation due to on-chip losses
and power dissipated in
the switches. In addition,
these components need to
operate in hostile environments under the bonnet of a car.
The combination of
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high-power dissipation in
a high-temperature environment can result in
thermal overstress that
can result in failure during normal operation.
Dynamic electro-thermal simulation allows designers to simulate the
on-chip temperature rise
and validate the operation
of over-temperature protection circuits.
Ageing analysis includes effects that accelerate device wear-out
including temperature
and process variation.
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